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The present invention relates to a sliding compound mitre saw as per the preamble of claim 1. Such a saw is known from WO98/18588.

WO98/18588 (EP0875347) discloses a sliding compound mitre saw. Such a saw can perform bevel cuts, mitre cuts, sliding cuts and chop cuts. The sliding compound mitre saw disclosed comprises a base 12 (using the same reference numbers as those used in WO98/18588) having a rotatable table 14 mounted within it. The rotatable table 14, in conjunction with a fence 26 fixed to the base 12, enables the sliding compound mitre saw to perform mitre cuts. Connected to the rear of the table 14 is a bevel mount 16 which is able to pivot about a horizontal axis in relation to the table 14. The pivotal movement of the bevel mount 16 in relation to the table 14 enables the sliding compound mitre saw to perform bevel cuts. Slideably mounted onto the bevel mount 16 are two guide rods 34 which are capable of sliding horizontally, backwards and forwards. The rods 34 enable the sliding compound mitre saw to perform sliding cuts. Pivotaly mounted on the end of the guide rods 34 is a motor unit 36, which comprises a motor 22 for rotationally driving a circular saw blade 18 mounted on a drive spindle on the motor unit 36. The pivotal movement of the motor unit 36 in relation to the guide rods 34 enable the saw to perform chop cuts.

Rigidly mounted to the motor unit 36 is a fixed guard 40 which surrounds the cutting edge of the top half of the cutting blade 18. Pivotaly mounted to the motor unit is a pivotal guard 42 which can pivot between a first position where it surrounds the cutting edge of the lower half of the cutting blade and a retracted position where the cutting edge of the lower half of the blade 18 is exposed for use in cutting.

The pivotal guard is pivoted between its two positions using a mechanical linkage which comprises a series of mechanical arms 48, 50, which are pivotally connected to each other and the saw, and cams 52, 54 which control the movement of the arms 48, 50. As the motor unit is pivoted downwards, the mechanical linkage causes the lower cutting edge of the blade to become exposed due to the retraction of the pivotal guard by the mechanical linkage.

JP2005-178281 describes a chop saw with a table mounted on top of the motor unit.

US5297463 discloses a compound mitre saw having a adjustable work piece support fence.

Accordingly there is provided a sliding compound mitre saw comprising:

- a base assembly connected to a mounting portion;
- a motor unit pivotally connected to a motor support which is mounted on the mounting portion to allow the motor unit to pivot towards or away from the base assembly to perform chop cuts, wherein the motor support is mounted to two guide rods which are slideably mounted onto the mounting portion to enable the motor support to move relative to the mounting portion to enable the saw to perform sliding cuts, the motor unit having an output drive spindle upon which a circular saw blade can be rigidly mounted to be rotationally driven by the motor unit;
- characterised in that there is further provided at least one rearward pivotal guard pivotally mounted on the motor unit with its axis of pivot located rearward of an axis of rotation of the saw blade the at least one rearward pivotal guard comprising a slot formed centrally along the length of the guard, the at least one rearward pivotal guard being able to pivot from a first enclosed position, where it surrounds at least a rear portion of the lower edge of the saw blade (120) when mounted on the spindle, to a second retracted position where the portion of the lower edge of the saw blade is exposed by passing through the slot; and wherein there is further provided a pivotal guard actuating mechanism which moves the at least one rearward pivotal guard from its first enclosed position to its second retracted position when the motor unit is pivoted towards the base assembly; wherein there is further provided a table mounted on top of the motor unit to enable the saw to act as a table saw.

A "forward pivotal guard", such as the second forward pivotal guard 220 and the fourth forward pivotal guard, is a blade guard which surrounds the front lower portion of the saw blade when the guard is in its enclosed position. Typically, a forward blade guard, when it moves from its retracted position, where the cutting edge of the cutting blade is exposed, to its enclosing position, where it surrounds the cutting edge of the cutting blade, it rotates, relative to the motor unit 118, in the same direction as the cutting blade when driven by the motor to perform a cutting action.

A "rearward pivotal guard", such as the third rearward pivotal guard 232, is a blade guard which surrounds the rear lower portion of the saw blade in its enclosed position. In the embodiment described herein, the rearward pivotal guard pivots in the same direction as a typical forward pivotal guard. However, the axis of pivot of the rearward pivotal guard is located rearward of the axis of rotation of the saw blade.

An embodiment of the present invention will now be described with reference to the accompanying drawings of which:

Figure 1 shows a computer generated drawing of the sliding compound mitre saw with a table from a first perspective;
Figure 2 shows a computer generated drawing of the sliding compound mitre saw with a table from a second perspective;
Figure 3 shows a computer generated picture of a side view of the saw showing an example of a guard
actuation mechanism and the mechanical linkage which automatically moves the pivotal guards;
Figure 4 shows a side view of the saw with the blade at its maximum height;
Figure 5 shows a side view of the saw with the blade touching a work piece;
Figure 6 shows a side view of the saw with the blade cutting the work piece;
Figure 7 shows a sketch of the cam mechanism of an example of the guard actuation mechanism;
Figure 8A to 8E show a design diagram of the inner half of the third rearward pivotal guard of an example of guard actuation mechanism;
Figure 9A to 9D show a design diagram of the outer half of the third rearward pivotal guard of an example of guard actuation mechanism;
Figure 10 shows a computer generated picture of the saw (with the first example of the guard actuating mechanism) with an example of the table height adjustment mechanism;
Figure 11 shows computer generated picture of a top view of the saw showing the height adjustment mechanism (with the table 114 being shown as transparent);
Figure 12A and 12B are engineering drawings of the tubular support;
Figure 13 shows a sketch of the locking mechanism for a second example of the height adjustment mechanism;
Figure 14 shows a sketch of the table with slots formed through it to enable an operator to see "through" the table to increase visibility of the of the saw below the table 114;
Figures 15A and 15B show the second forward pivotal guard;
Figures 16A to 16E show the fourth forward pivotal guard;
Figure 17 shows a first computer generated picture of the saw from a perspective view with aspects of the saw "cut away" to expose the guard actuation mechanism;
Figure 18 shows a second computer generated picture of the saw from a perspective view with aspects of the saw "cut away" to expose the guard actuation mechanism;
Figure 19 shows a third computer generated picture of the saw from a perspective view with aspects of the saw "cut away" to expose the guard actuation mechanism;
Figure 20 shows a fourth computer generated picture of the saw from a perspective view with aspects of the saw "cut away" to expose the guard actuation mechanism;
Figure 21 shows a fifth computer generated picture of the saw from a perspective view with aspects of the saw "cut away" to expose the guard actuation mechanism;
Figure 22 shows a sketch of the front view of the fence 108;
Figure 23 which shows a top view of the moveable fence with the upper half 620 removed;
Figure 24 shows a sketch of the rear of the top section of the moveable part of the fence; and Figures 25 to 41 show further views of the fences as shown in Figures 22 to 24.

[0011] The invention described herein relates to a sliding compound mitre saw, similar to that described in WO98/18588, which has a table mounted on top of the motor unit to enable the saw to act as a table saw.

[0012] Referring to Figures 1 and 2, there is provided a sliding compound mitre saw with a table 114 which can perform cuts, mitre cuts, sliding cuts and chop cuts. The sliding compound mitre saw disclosed comprises a base having a rotatable table 104 mounted within it. An extension arm 106 is attached to the periphery of the rotatable table 104 and extends forward in well known manner. The rotatable table 104, in conjunction with a fence 108 fixed to the base 102, enables the sliding compound mitre saw to perform mitre cuts. Connected to the rear of the rotatable table 104 is a bevel mount 110 which is able to pivot about a horizontal axis in relation to the rotatable table 104. The pivotal movement of the bevel mount 110 in relation to the rotatable table 14 enables the sliding compound mitre saw to perform bevel cuts. Slideably mounted onto the bevel mount 110 are two guide rods 112, 116 which are capable of sliding horizontally, back wards and forwards. The rods 112, 116 enable the sliding compound mitre saw to perform sliding cuts. Pivoting mounted on the end of the guide rods 112, 116 is a motor unit 118, which comprises a motor (not shown) for rotationally driving a circular saw blade 120 mounted on a drive spindle on the motor unit 118. The pivotal movement of the motor unit 118 in relation to the guide rods 112, 116 enable the saw to perform chop cuts. The motor unit 118 is biased to an upward position by a spring (not shown). A slot 122 extends across the rotatable table 104 and along the extension arm 106.

[0013] Mounted on the top of the saw is a table 114 which enables the sliding compound mitre saw to be also used as a table saw. The table 114 is attached to the top side of the motor unit 118. A slot 124 is formed through the table 114 through which the top section of the circular saw blade 120 projects. The motor unit 118 can be locked in a downward position such that the table 114 is horizontal. A work piece such as a piece of wood can then be slid across the top of the table 114 to engage with the top section of the saw blade 120 thus enabling the sliding compound mitre saw to be used as a saw table. A riving knife 126 is located towards the rear of the saw blade 120 and a guard 128 can surround the top of the saw blade 120 when the saw is not being used as a table saw, which includes a shoot 130 for the extraction of wood chips.

[0014] The saw comprises a plurality of guards located below the table 114 which are capable of enclosing the
lower section of the saw blade for safety purposes when the saw is not being used as a sliding compound mitre saw for performing chop, mitre, bevel or sliding cuts, for the saw is not being used as a sliding compound mitre lower section of the saw blade for safety purposes when the pivotal movement of the second guard 220 on the bar 230 located within the slot 228 of the bar 26 controls slot where it remains held by the force of the spring. The pivot until the pin 230 is at the inner end position of the second forward pivotal guard 220 on the pivot 230, causing the second forward pivotal guard 220 to telescopically pivot into the first fixed guard 218. The slot 228 allows the guard 220 to pivot freely, against the biasing force of the spring if it encounters a work piece 216 located on the support table 104.

A third rearward pivotal guard 232 is pivotally mounted about a point 234 on the rear of the first fixed guard 218.

A spring (not shown) biases the third rearward pivotal guard 232 backwards (clockwise) as shown in Figure 3. A slot (not visible) is formed centrally along the length of the guard 232. When the motor unit 118 is pivoted to its uppermost position (Figure 4), the third rearward pivotal guard 232 pivots to a maximum rearward (clockwise) position where it surrounds the rear of the circular saw blade 120. When the motor unit 118 is pivotally lowered, the front tip 236 of the third rearward pivotal guard 232 engages with either the support table 104 or a work piece 216 on the support table 104. Once the front tip 236 is engaged, pivotal downward movement causes the front tip 236 to slide forward, rotating the third rearward pivotal guard 232 about its axis 234 anti-clockwise, the edge of the cutting blade 120 passing through the slot in the third rearward pivotal guard 232 and allowing it to contact a work piece 16 to cut.

When the motor unit 118 is pivoted downwards, the rear lower end of the second forward pivotal guard 220 meet so that the whole of the lower section of the cutting blade 120 is surrounded. This, in combination with the fixed guard 218, ensures the whole of the blade 120 surrounded when the motor unit 118 is in the upper position.

When the motor unit 118 is pivoted downwards, the second forward pivotal guard 220 is moved anti-clockwise as shown in Figure 5, against the biasing force of the spring, by the pin 230 located in the inner end position of the elongate slot 228 of the bar 226. The second forward pivotal guard 220 pivots, as the motor unit 118 is pivotally lowered, under the control of the bar 226, until the roller 224 engages the work piece 116 (see Figure 6). As the motor unit 118 continues to pivot downwardly, the roller 224 slides over the top surface of the work piece 216, causing the second forward pivotal guard 220 to pivot at a different rate which would otherwise be caused by the bar 226, resulting in the pin 230 sliding along the elongate slot 228 towards the end located remotely from the bar's pivot point. Thus the front lower section of the saw blade 120 becomes exposed to allow it to cut the work piece 216.

Similarly, the third rearward pivotal guard 232 pivots once the tip 236 has engaged, allowing the edge of the blade 120 to pass through the third rearward pivotal
guard 232, thus exposing the rear lower section of the blade 120 to cut the work piece 216 (see Figure 6).

[0029] An embodiment of a guard assembly according to the present invention will now be described in more detail. Where the same features are present in the embodiment which are present in the first example, the same reference numbers have been used. The embodiment is the same as the first example except for:

- the mechanism which moves the third rearward pivotal guard 232 is different; and
- there is an additional fourth forward pivotal guard 320.

[0030] The second forward pivotal guard 220 is moved as described previously for the first example. The second forward pivotal guard is moved using the bar 226 via the pin 230 located within the slot 228. However, unlike the first example, there is now an additional fourth forward pivotal guard 320 pivotally mounted about the aperture 324, the wall of which surrounds the drive spindle of the motor unit 118, and into which the second forward pivotal guard can telescope, and which in turn can telescope into the fixed guard 218. The guard 320 can freely pivot into and out of, in a telescopic manner, the first fixed guard 218 (see Figure 17 to 21). Figure 16A to 16E show design drawings of the fourth forward pivotal guard 320. The fourth forward pivotal guard 320 is prevented from completely pivoting out of the fixed guard 218 by a catch formed on the fourth forward pivotal guard 320.

[0031] A slot 322 is formed through the side of the fourth forward pivotal guard 320. Figure 15A and 15B show the second forward pivotal guard 220. A screw attaches at point 326 on the second forward pivotal guard 220, the body of which passes through the slot 322. As the second forward pivotal guard pivots, due to the pivoting movement of the motor unit 118 which causes the second forward pivotal guard to pivot due to the bar 226, the screw at point 326, which initially is located at the lowest point within the slot 322, slides along the slot 322 of the fourth forward pivotal guard 320 until it reaches the top end of the slot 322. At which point, the pivotal movement of the second forward pivotal guard 220, which is now located within the fourth forward pivotal guard 320 in a telescopic fashion, causes pivotal movement of the fourth forward pivotal guard 320. The two guards 220, 320 pivotally move in unison inside the fixed guard 218 until the two guards located inside of the fixed guard.

[0032] The roller 224 mounts on the peg 328 of the guard 220 as shown in Figure 15A.

[0033] In the first example, the third rearward pivotal guard 232 moved when it engaged with a work piece, as the housing is pivoted downwardly. However, it has been found that this restricts the visibility of the operator during the use of such a design. It is therefore proposed to move the third rearward pivotal guard using a cam system.

[0034] Figures 8A to 8E show the outer half of the third rearward pivotal guard of the embodiment; Figures 9A to 9D show the outer half of the third rearward pivotal guard of the embodiment. The two are clamped together to form the guard 232 as shown in Figure 17 to 21.

[0035] Formed on the bar 226, which is used to pivot the second forward pivotal guard 220, is a cam 300 (see Figures 7, 17 to 21). A cam follower 302, in the form of a roller bearing, is mounted on the third rearward pivotal guard 232 at point 350 and which engages with the cam 300. A stop 304 is formed next to the cam 300 creating a slot 306 between them in which the cam follower 302 sits when the motor unit 118 is in its upper most position. The shape of the slot 306 is such that, when the housing is in its raised position, the cam follower 302 is prevented from moving, thus locking the third rearward pivotal guard 232 against any pivotal movement.

[0036] As the motor unit 118 is pivoted downwardly causing the bar 226 to move, the cam follower 302 rides out of the slot 306 and over the cam 300 in a direction shown by the arrows in Figure 7. When the motor unit 118 is in its lowest position, the cam follower 302 is in the position indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 7. The shape of the cam 300 is such to cause the third rearward pivotal guard 232 to initially rise to expose the edge of the blade (to aid visibility) and then fall to engage with the work piece as in the embodiment.

[0037] When the motor unit 118 rises, the cam 302, retracts its path over the cam 300 on bar 226, closing the third rearward pivotal guard 232. The end of the drive spindle of the motor unit 118 is shown as reference number 289 in Figure 17 to 21.

Height adjustment mechanism

[0038] The first example of height adjustment mechanism will now be described with reference to Figures 10, 11 and 12.

[0039] The table 114 is moveably mounted on the motor unit 118 using a tubular support 440. The tubular support 440 allows the table 114 to slide up and down on the motor unit 118.

[0040] Referring to Figure 10, attached to the edge of the table 114 is a tubular support 440. The longitudinal axis of the support 440 is vertical. The shape of the cross section of tube 40 is rectangular as best seen in Figures 12A and 12B. Two vertical slots 442 (only one is visible in Figure 10) are formed on opposite sides of the tubular support 440 in a corresponding manner. A threaded hole is formed in the metal casting which forms the housing 410 of the motor unit 118. A bolt passes through the two slots 442, passing through the width of the tubular support 400 and is threaded engaged in the hole in the casting of the housing 410. The head of the bolt was sufficiently large to prevent it passing through the slots 442.

[0041] When the bolt is screwed into the threaded hole, it sandwiches the tubular support 440 against the casting 9 as the head of the bolt can not pass through the slots.
A second example of the height adjustment mechanism is now described with reference to Figure 13. Where the same features are present in the second embodiment which were present in the first, the same reference numbers have been used.

The height is then adjusted and then the bolt tightened to hold the tubular support 440, and hence table 114, stationary.

The assembly comprises a self-locking nut 402 (with nylon insert) being screwed onto the threaded bar 100 which is screwed into the metal cast of the housing 410. The threaded bar 100 passes through vertical slots 442 in the vertical tubular support 440. The nut 402 is tightened to apply a predetermined compression force onto the vertical support 440. This allows the support 440 limited movement. A cup shaped washer 404 surrounds, but does not engage with the nut 402 which abuts against the washer 404. A knob 408 is then screwed onto the threaded shaft 400 to sandwich the tubular support 440 against the cast of the housing 410. The purpose is to prevent the vertical tubular support 440 from unnecessary movement during height adjustment.

Enclosed you will find at Figure 13 a sketch of a horizontal cross section of the threaded bar 400 and support 440.

The design remains substantially the same. However, the bolt has been replaced by a threaded bar 400 which screws into the metal cast of the housing 410 and a locking knob assembly (described below) which screws onto the threaded bar 400 to sandwich the tubular support 440 against the cast of the housing 410. The purpose is to prevent the vertical tubular support 440 from unnecessary movement during height adjustment.

The slots 502 allow the operator to see “through” the table 114. The purpose is to prevent the vertical tubular support 440 from unnecessary movement during height adjustment.

Fence Construction

Referring to Figure 1, the saw comprises a fence 108. The fence comprises two halves, a fixed fence 600 on the right as viewed in Figure 22 and a moveable fence 602 on the left as shown in Figure 15. US 5297463 discloses a moveable fence and forms relevant prior art.

The fence comprises a base section 604 which spans the full width of the saw. The base section 604 comprises a straight right section 606, which forms the fixed fence 600 and a straight left section 608 which forms the lower half of the moveable fence 602. The two sections 606, 608 are connected to each other by a curved portion 610 (see Figures 17). The two sections 606, 608 and curved portion 610 are made as a one piece construction and manufactured from cast steel or aluminium. Such a construction is well known in the art. The base section 602 is rigidly connected to the base 102 of the saw and transverses the rotatable table 104 in well known manner.

Referring to the fixed fence 600, the straight right section 606 is rigidly fixed to the base 102 and crosses slightly less than half of the right hand side of the rotatable table 104. The edge 612 of the fixed fence adjacent the curved portion 610 is vertical. The location of the vertical edge 612 is located such that it does not interfere with the blade 120 and blade guards when motor unit 118 is lowered vertically downwardly. A bulge 614 is added to the base of the vertical edge 612 which projects towards the moveable fence 602. The bulge 614 is the present embodiment is triangular. The bulge 614 moves the fence 600 closer to where the blade 120 cuts a work piece. By doing this, it provides support to the rear of a work piece closer to the area where blade 120 cuts through it. However, the remaining vertical edge 612 of the fixed fence 600 is kept at a greater distance from the blade 120 so that it does not interfere with it or the guards.

Referring to the moveable fence, it comprises two halves, a lower half formed by the straight left straight section 608 of the base section 604 and an upper slideable half 620. The upper half 620 can slide in the direction indicated by Arrows A. As with the straight right section 606, the straight left section 608 is rigidly fixed to the base 102 and crosses slightly less than half of the left hand side of the rotatable table 104. Formed in the top of the straight left section along its length is a elongate slot (see Figure 23 which shows a top view of the moveable fence with the upper half 620 removed.) A threaded bolt 622 passes through a threaded hole 624 formed in the side of the straight left section 608 from the rear side 626 of the straight left section 608 into the slot 626. The base 628 of the upper slideable half 620 is such that it fits into and is capable of sliding along the slot 626. Figure 24 shows a sketch of the rear of the top section 620 of the moveable fence. Formed in the base 628 of the upper slideable half 620 along the length of the upper half 620 is a groove 630. The groove 630 has a first depth D1 long the majority 632 of its length. The groove 630 has a sec-
ond depth D2 along the rest 634 of the groove 630. The second depth D2 is less than the first depth D1. When the base 628 of the upper half 620 is located within the groove 630, the groove 630 faces towards the exit 636 of the threaded hole 624 within the slot 626. The bolt 622 is screwed through the hole 624 until its end 638 passes into the slot 626 and then into the groove 630 of the upper half 620. [0051] Whilst the end 638 of the bolt 622 remains in the groove 630, it is prevented from the upper half 620 from being separated from the lower half 608 of the moveable fence. Screwing the bolt 622 into the groove 630 until it hits the base of the groove 630, locks the upper half 620 to the lower half 608. [0052] During normal operation, the end 638 of the bolt 622 is located in the majority 632 of the groove. The bolt is prevented from entering the rest 634 by ensuring the end 638 of the bolt 622 is screwed sufficiently far enough into the groove 630 so that it is unable to travel into the rest 634 of the groove 630 as the rest 634 of the groove is too shallow to accommodate the amount of length of the bolt 622 extending into the groove 630. With the end 638 of the bolt 622 located at this first depth, the movement of the upper half 620 of the sliding fence 602 is restricted by movement of the bolt within the majority 632 of the groove 630 only (the "first range of movement"). If the bolt is then unscrewed slightly, to withdraw the end 638 of the bolt 622 from the groove 630 sufficiently to allow it to travel in the rest 634 of the groove 630, the bolt 622 can then slide the full length of the slot 630, allowing the upper half 620 to slide a greater distance (the "second range of distance"). [0053] When the bolt 622 is set so that the upper half 620 can travel the first range of movement, the upper half 620 can move towards or away from the cutting blade 600 of the saw. However, the minimum distance between the end 640 of the upper half 620 of the moveable fence 602 and the blade is that same as that for the end 642 of straight left section 608. However, when the bolt 622 is set so that the upper half 620 can travel the second range of movement, the upper half 620 can again move towards or away from the cutting blade of the saw. However, the minimum distance between the end 640 of the upper half 620 of the moveable fence 602 and the blade is now less than that for the end 642 of straight left section 608. [0054] This allows the upper half 620 of a miter saw to have a bypass mode where it goes closer to the blade for precision cuts. [0055] The advantage of this design of moveable fence is that it allows for a normal type of sliding fence stop for most cutting, while allowing a bypass position which allows the fence to be adjusted closer to the blade when more support is needed. The "stop" between the two regions of travel prevents the user from inadvertently sliding the fence too close to the blade in normal use. [0056] Figures 25 to 41 show further views of the fences as described above with reference to Figures 22 to 24.

Claims

1. A sliding compound mitre saw comprising:

   a base assembly (102, 104) connected to a mounting portion (110);
   a motor unit (118) pivotally connected to a motor support (208) which is mounted on the mounting portion (110) to allow the motor unit (118) to pivot towards or away from the base assembly (2, 4) to perform chop cuts, wherein the motor support (208) is mounted to two guide rods (112, 116) which are slideably mounted onto the mounting portion (110) to enable the motor support (208) to move relative to the mounting portion (110) to enable the saw to perform sliding cuts, the motor unit (118) having an output drive spindle (289) upon which a circular saw blade (120) can be rigidly mounted to be rotationally driven by the motor unit (118);

   characterised in that there is further provided at least one rearward pivotal guard (232) pivotally mounted on the motor unit (118) with its axis of pivot located rearward of an axis of rotation of the saw blade (120) the at least one rearward pivotal guard comprising a slot formed centrally along the length of the guard (232), the at least one rearward pivotal guard being able to pivot from a first enclosed position, wherein it surrounds at least a rear portion of the lower edge of the saw blade (120) when mounted on the spindle (48), to a second retracted position wherein the portion of the lower edge of the saw blade (28) is exposed by passing through the slot; and wherein there is further provided a pivotal guard actuating mechanism which moves the at least one rearward pivotal guard (232) from its first enclosed position to its second retracted position when the motor unit (38) is pivoted towards the base assembly (102, 104);

   wherein there is further provided a table mounted on top of the motor unit (118) to enable the saw to act as a table saw.

2. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in claim 1 wherein there is further provided with at least one forward pivotal guard (220; 320) pivotally mounted on the motor unit (118) which can pivot from a first position, wherein it surrounds at least a portion of the lower edge of a saw blade (120) when mounted on the drive spindle (289), to a second retracted position wherein the portion of the lower edge of the saw blade (120) is exposed characterised in that the pivotal guard actuating mechanism moves the at least one forward pivotal guard (220; 320) from its first position to its second retracted position when it moves the at least one rearward pivotal guard (232) from its first position to its second retracted position as the motor...
3. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in either of claims 1 or 2 wherein the guard actuation mechanism comprises a mechanical linkage (226) having two parts, the first part connected to the rearward pivotal guard (232), the second part connected to the motor support (208), one part comprising a cam (300), the other a cam follower (302), and being arranged so that, as the motor unit (118) is pivoted towards the base assembly (102, 104), the cam follower (302) rides over the cam (300) to pivot the at least one rearward pivotal guard (232).

4. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in claims 3 wherein the mechanical linkage comprises a bar (226) which connects between the motor support (208) and the at least one forward pivotal guard (220) to pivot the at least one forward pivotal guard wherein the cam (300) is formed on the bar (226) and the cam follower (302) is mounted on the rearward pivotal guard (232).

5. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in claims 3 or 4 wherein the shape of cam (300) controls rate of movement of the at least one rearward pivotal guard (232) versus pivotal movement of the motor unit (118).

6. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in any one of the previous claims wherein the at least one rearward guard (232) is locked in its enclosed position when the motor unit (118) is in its raised position.

7. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in claim 6 wherein there is provided a stop (304) which locks rearward pivotal guard in its enclosed position when the motor unit (118) is in its raised position.

8. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in any one of the previous claims wherein the base assembly comprises a rotatable table (104) mounted within a base (102), the mounting portion (110) being mounted on the rotatable table (104) to enable the saw to perform mitre cuts.

9. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in claim 8, further comprising an extension arm (106) attached to the periphery of the rotatable table.

10. A sliding compound mitre saw as claimed in any one of the previous claims wherein the mounting portion (110) can pivot relative to the base assembly (102, 104) to enable the saw to perform bevel cuts.

Patentansprüche

1. Gehungssäge, umfassend:

eine Basisanordnung (102, 104), die mit einem Befestigungsabschnitt (110) verbunden ist, eine Motoreinheit (118), die schwenkbar mit einer Motorhalterung (208) verbunden ist, die an dem Befestigungsabschnitt (110) angebracht ist, um der Motoreinheit (118) zu ermöglichen, zu und weg von der Basisanordnung (2, 4) zu schwenken, um Kappschnitte durchzuführen, wobei die Motorhalterung (208) an zwei Führungstangen (112, 116) angebracht ist, die verschiebbar an dem Befestigungsabschnitt (110) angebracht sind, um der Motorhalterung (206) zu ermöglichen, sich relativ zu dem Befestigungsabschnitt (110) zu bewegen, um der Säge zu ermöglichen, Verschiebeschnitte durchzuführen, wobei die Motoreinheit (118) eine Ausgangsantriebs spitze (289) aufweist, auf der ein Kreissägeblatt (120) fest angebracht werden kann, um durch die Motoreinheit (118) drehend angetrieben zu werden, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass ferner wenigstens ein hinteres schwenkbares Schutzelement (232) vorgesehen ist, das schwenkbar an der Motoreinheit (118) angebracht ist, mit seiner Schwenkachse rückwärtig von einer Rotations achse des Sägeblattes (120) angeordnet, wobei das wenigstens eine hintere schwenkbare Schutzelement einen Schlitz umfasst, der zentral entlang der Länge des Schutzelementes (232) gebildet ist, wobei das wenigstens eine hintere schwenkbare Schutzelement in der Lage ist, von einer ersten eingeschlossenen Position, in der es wenigstens einen hinteren Abschnitt der unteren Kante des Sägeblattes (120) umgibt, wenn an der Spindel (48) angebracht, zu einer zweiten zurückgezogenen Position, in der der Abschnitt der unteren Kante des Säge blattes (28) freigelegt ist, zu schwenken, durch Hindurchführen durch den Schlitz; und wobei ferner ein Betätigungsmechanismus des schwenkbaren Schutzelementes vorgesehen ist, der das wenigstens eine hintere schwenkbare Schutzelement (232) von seiner ersten eingeschlossenen Position zu seiner zweiten zurückgezogenen Position bewegt, wenn die Motoreinheit (38) zu der Basisanordnung (102, 104) geschwenkt ist; wobei ferner ein Tisch vorgesehen ist, der oben auf der Motoreinheit (118) angebracht ist, um der Säge zu ermöglichen, als Tischsäge zu arbeiten.

2. Gehungssäge nach Anspruch 1, wobei ferner wenigstens ein vorderes schwenkbares Schutzelement
(220; 320) vorgesehen ist, das schwenkbar an der Motoreinheit (118) angebracht ist, das in der Lage ist, von einer ersten Position, in der es wenigstens einen Abschnitt der unteren Kante des Sägeblattes (120) umgibt, wenn an der Antriebsspindel (289) angebracht, zu einer zweiten zurückgezogenen Position, in der der Abschnitt der unteren Kante des Sägeblattes (120) freigelegt ist, zu schwenken, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der Betätigungsmechanismus des schwenkbaren Schutzelementes das wenigstens eine vordere schwenkbare Schutzelement (220; 320) von seiner ersten Position zu seiner zweiten zurückgezogenen Position bewegt, wenn es das wenigstens eine hintere schwenkbare Schutzelement (232) von seiner ersten Position zu seiner zweiten zurückgezogenen Position bewegt, wenn die Motoreinheit (118) zu der Basisanordnung (102, 104) geschwenkt ist.

3. Gehrungssäge nach einem der Ansprüche 1 oder 2, wobei der Betätigungsmechanismus des schwenkbaren Schutzelements eine mechanische Verbindung (226) mit zwei Teilen umfasst, wobei das erste Teil mit dem hinteren schwenkbaren Schutzelement (232) verbunden ist, das zweite Teil mit der Motorhalterung (208) verbunden ist, ein Teil einen Nocken (300) umfasst, das andere Teil einen Nockenstößel (302) umfasst, und angeordnet ist, sodass, wenn die Motoreinheit (118) zu der Basisanordnung (102, 104) geschwenkt ist, der Nockenstößel (302) über den Nocken (300) fährt, um das wenigstens eine hintere schwenkbare Schutzelement (232) zu schwenken.

4. Gehrungssäge nach Ansprüche 3, wobei die mechanische Verbindung einen Stab (226) umfasst, der zwischen der Motorhalterung (208) und dem wenigstens einen vorderen schwenkbaren Schutzelement (220) verbindet, um das wenigstens eine vordere schwenkbare Schutzelement zu schwenken, wobei der Nocken (300) auf dem Stab (226) gebildet ist und der Nockenstößel (302) auf dem hinteren schwenkbaren Schutzelement (232) angebracht ist.

5. Gehrungssäge nach einem der Ansprüche 3 oder 4, wobei die Form des Nocken (300) die Geschwindigkeit der Bewegung des wenigstens einen hinteren schwenkbaren Schutzelements (232) gegenüber der Schwenkbewegung der Motoreinheit (118) steuert.

6. Gehrungssäge nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das wenigstens eine hintere schwenkbare Schutzelement (232) in seiner eingeschlossenen Position verriegelt ist, wenn die Motoreinheit (118) sich in ihrer erhöhten Position befindet.

7. Gehrungssäge nach Anspruch 6, wobei ferner eine Sperre (304) vorgesehen ist, die das wenigstens eine hintere schwenkbare Schutzelement in seiner eingeschlossenen Position verriegelt, wenn sich die Motoreinheit (118) in ihrer erhöhten Position befindet.

8. Gehrungssäge nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Basisanordnung einen drehbaren Tisch (104) umfasst, der in einer Basis (102) angebracht ist, wobei der Befestigungsabschnitt (110) an dem drehbaren Tisch (104) angebracht ist, um der Säge zu ermöglichen, Gehrungsschnitte durchzuführen.

9. Gehrungssäge nach Anspruch 8, weiterhin umfassend einen Ausleger (106), befestigt an der Peripherie des drehbaren Tisches.

10. Gehrungssäge nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei der Befestigungsabschnitt (110) relativ zu der Basisanordnung (102; 104) schwenken kann, um der Säge zu ermöglichen, Neigungsschnitte durchzuführen.

Revendications

1. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante comprenant :

un ensemble formant base (102, 104) relié à une partie de montage (110);

une unité formant moteur (118) reliée de manière pivotante à un support de moteur (208) qui est monté sur la partie de montage (110) pour permettre à l’unité formant moteur (118) de pivoter en se rapprochant ou en s’écartant de l’ensemble formant base (2, 4) pour effectuer des coupes de tronçonnage, dans laquelle le support de moteur (208) est monté sur deux tiges de guidage (112, 116) qui sont montées de manière coulissante sur la partie de montage (110) pour permettre au support de moteur (206) de se déplacer par rapport à la partie de montage (110) pour permettre à la scie d’effectuer des coupes de glissement, l’unité formant moteur (118) ayant une broche d’entraînement de sortie (289) sur laquelle une lame de scie circulaire (120) peut être montée de façon rigide pour être entraînée en rotation par l’unité formant moteur (118) ;

caractérisée en ce que l’on prévoit en outre au moins une garde pivotant vers l’arrière (232) montée de manière pivotante sur l’unité formant moteur (118), son axe de pivot étant situé vers l’arrière d’un axe de rotation de la lame de scie (120), l’au moins une garde pivotant l’arrière comprenant une fente formée au centre le long de la longueur de la garde (232), l’au moins...
une garde pivotant vers l’arrière étant capable de pivoter d’une première position englobée, où elle entoure au moins une partie arrière du bord inférieur de la lame de scie (120) lorsque montée sur la broche (48), à une seconde position rétractée où la partie du bord inférieur de la lame de scie (28) est exposée en passant à travers la fente ; et dans lequel il y a en outre de prévu un mécanisme d’actionnement de garde pivotante qui déplace l’au moins une garde pivotant vers l’arrière (232) de sa première position englobée à sa seconde position rétractée lorsque l’unité formant moteur (38) est pivotée vers l’ensemble formant base (102, 104) ; dans lequel il y a en outre de prévu une table montée sur le dessus de l’unité formant moteur (118) pour permettre à la scie d’agir comme une scie circulaire à table.

2. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante selon la revendication 1, dans laquelle il y a en outre de prévu au moins une garde pivotant vers l’avant (220 ; 320) montée de manière pivotante sur l’unité formant moteur (118) qui peut pivoter d’une première position, où elle entoure au moins une partie du bord inférieur d’une lame de scie (120) lorsque montée sur la broche d’entraînement (289), à une seconde position rétractée où la partie du bord inférieur de la lame de scie (120) est exposée, caractérisée en ce que le mécanisme d’actionnement de garde pivotante déplace l’au moins une garde pivotant vers l’avant (220 ; 320) de sa première position à sa seconde position rétractée quand il déplace l’au moins une garde pivotant vers l’arrière (232) de sa première position à sa seconde position rétractée lorsque l’unité formant moteur (118) est pivotée vers l’ensemble formant base (102, 104).

3. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 ou 2, dans laquelle le mécanisme d’actionnement de garde comprend une liaison mécanique (226) ayant deux parties, la première partie étant reliée à la garde pivotant vers l’arrière (232), la seconde partie étant reliée au support de moteur (208), une partie comprenant une came (300), l’autre un suiveur de came (302), et étant agencées de sorte que, lorsque l’unité formant moteur (118) est pivotée vers l’ensemble formant base (102, 104), le suiveur de came (302) suit la came (300) pour pivoter l’au moins une garde pivotant vers l’arrière (232).

4. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante selon la revendication 3, dans lequel la liaison mécanique comprend une barre (226) qui est reliée entre le support de moteur (208) et l’au moins une garde pivotant vers l’avant (220) pour pivoter l’au moins une garde pivotante vers l’avant dans laquelle la came (300) est formée sur la barre (226) et le suiveur de came (302) est monté sur la garde pivotant vers l’arrière (232).

5. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante selon les revendications 3 ou 4, dans laquelle la forme de came (300) commande la vitesse de mouvement de l’au moins une garde pivotant vers l’arrière (232) versus le mouvement pivotant de l’unité formant moteur (118).


7. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante selon la revendication 6, dans laquelle on prévoit une butée (304) qui verrouille la garde pivotant vers l’arrière dans sa position englobée lorsque l’unité formant moteur (118) est dans sa position élevée.

8. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle l’ensemble formant base comprend une table rotative (104) montée à l’intérieur d’une base (102), la partie de montage (110) étant montée sur la table rotative (104) pour permettre à la scie d’effectuer des coupes d’onglet.

9. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre un bras d’extension (106) attaché à la périphérie de la table rotative.

10. Scie à onglet mixte coulissante selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans laquelle la partie de montage (110) peut pivoter par rapport à l’ensemble formant base (102 ; 104) pour permettre à la scie d’effectuer des coupes en biais.
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